
 

New study IDs proteins regulating water
retention in salt-sensitive hypertension
22 October 2010

Research conducted by scientists at LSU Health
Sciences Center New Orleans has found that two
proteins in the brain act as valves to turn the
hormone that regulates water retention in the body
on and off. Their findings may lead to advances in
treatment for diseases like high blood pressure,
congestive heart failure, and cirrhosis of the liver.
The research is published in the November 1, 2010
issue of Endocrinology. 

Daniel Kapusta, PhD, Professor of Pharmacology
at LSU Health Sciences Center New Orleans, and
Richard Wainford, PhD, LSUHSC Instructor of
Pharmacology, report the role of these brain
proteins, called G?q and G?z, in producing
elevated secretion of the hormone, vasopressin,
and water retention in salt-sensitive hypertension,
a condition in which blood pressure becomes
elevated when salt is consumed. It is estimated
that salt-sensitive hypertension occurs in about
26% of Americans with normal blood pressure and
in 58% of those whose blood pressure is already
high.

"Throughout the day, vasopressin, a peptide
hormone produced by the hypothalamus, is
released into the circulation from the pituitary gland
and plays a vital role as the flood-gate keeper to
prevent excessive loss of water from the kidneys,"
notes Dr. Kapusta. "Under most conditions, the
water-retaining action of vasopressin is vital for
survival. However, it has remained essentially a
black box as to why, in susceptible individuals, the
regulatory mechanisms that control vasopressin
secretion cannot turn off when the body already
has elevated water content."

For 21-days, the research team fed groups of male
salt-resistant and salt-sensitive rats a diet
containing either normal or high salt. Then they
measured how the treatments influenced the
animal's ability to excrete water and how the salt
stress altered levels of vasopressin, G?q and G?z.

The consumption of high salt triggered a decrease
in G?q proteins in the brain of salt-resistant, but not
salt-sensitive, rats. In salt-sensitive rats, the team
demonstrated that reducing brain G?q proteins
returned plasma vasopressin to normal levels,
decreased salt-induced water retention, and
restored the animal's ability to excrete water.

"Our findings are novel and provide evidence that
the G?q sub-unit proteins in the hypothalamus act
as a molecular/cellular switch to control the level of
vasopressin secretion," says Dr. Wainford.

The researchers concluded that reducing brain G?q
proteins plays a critical counter-regulatory role in
preventing the secretion of too much vasopressin in
those with salt-resistance and may represent a new
therapeutic target in diseases associated with fluid
retention. 
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